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ABOUT TESS

TESS,  originating from Norway, is a 
worldwide supplier of products and 
services, mainly focused towards oil 
& gas, aqua culture, contractors and 
public sector. The core products are 
hoses and hose fittings for all purposes 
with corresponding services.

Established in 1968, TESS is still 
primarily owned by entrepreneur Erik 
Jølberg. The company has grown 
impressively since the start-up, with ap-
proximately 1200 employees and total 
revenues exceeding 2,5 billion NOK. 

Through 50 years, TESS has establi- 
shed a strong and leading position as a 
reliable supplier within the oil and gas 
segment with Equinor (Statoil) as the 
largest client. 

TESS has developed a wide range of 
services locally, and a technical depart-
ment centrally, built around the core 

products. In the central manufacturing 
department at TESS headquarters in 
Drammen, Norway – special hoses and 
a number of other products related to 
hydraulics and subsea are produced.

TESS’ main market is the on- and 
offshore industry. The products are 
distributed through 137 service centers 
worldwide, with 130 placed in Norway; 
all with locally adjusted products, ser-
vices and inventory. 

TESS International coordinates the 
global operations, which today includes 
service centers in Denmark, Scotland, 
Brazil, Spain, USA and Singapore.

The long-term and ever evolving 
cooperation with strategic customers 
allows TESS to adapt services,  
products and solutions to the present 
needs of the industries.

For the customers TESS has the 
ability to supply efficient solutions that 
increases uptime and at the same time 
provide documented savings. 

TESS aim the solutions directly at the 
operators and users within drilling and 
wells, service companies, maintenan-
ce and modification as well as OEM 
manufacturers. 

The World
TECHNICAL TRADE

Fo
r a better world
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TESS HOSE MANAGEMENT

TESS Hose Management (THM) is a 
concept involving all aspects of the life 
cycle management of hoses. 
The THM system is a highly flexible 
and user friendly risk based hose 
management system which provides a 
complete concept for the maintenance 
of flexible hoses. The customer’s  
needs and requirements have a major 
impact on the final implemented soluti-
on.

Total transparency and overview is 
given through registration of all events 
on a hose assembly, e.g. inspections, 
pressure tests and replacements, and 
registration of criticality, and inspecti-
on and replacement intervals enables 
maintenance planning.

TESS offer consulting services on 
maintenance solution, process  
development and choice of the 
optimal hose for each applica-
tion and education of custo-
mers own personnel.

THM uses a platform 
based on the best techn-
ology available in the 
market today and is a va-
lue adding solution which 
offers integration to other 
ERP and maintenance ap-
plications. The system comply 
with relevant ISO standards

VALUE PROPOSITION
By implementing the THM system 
the following benefits can  
be achieved:
•  Improved uptime (Reduced   
 replacement time, reduced   
 number of hose failures, upgrade  
 on hose quality and installation  
 geometry where applicable,)

•  Reduced maintenance costs  
 (lifecycle estimates on hoses,  
 planned risk based maintenance)

•  Reduced logistics costs  
 (customized spare solutions)

•  Effective IT-solutions (SaaS and  
 HaaS, always up-dated software  
 and hardware, no developments  
 costs,  Reduced administrative  
 cost sourcing best practice).

•  Sales and marketing benefits  
 (enhanced image with public  
 regulators)

•  Increased skills of employees  
 (Hose Assembly Training, Hose  
 Integrity and Inspection Training,  
 including Computerized    
 Maintenance Management  
 System (CMMS).

•  HES-Q improvements (Improved  
 safety and environmental   
 performance, Pollution preven- 
 tion and risk mitigation, Achieve  
 and improve employee aware- 
 ness of safety and environmental  
 issues and related responsi-  
 bilities, Enhanced compliance,  
 Collaboration with a Flexible  
 Hose Assembly specialist).
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TESS’ engineering department speci-
alizes in project deliveries for onsho-
re, offshore and marine industries. 
We provide project management, 
technical consulting, design, exten-
ded documentation and deliveries 
for a wide range of packages and 
maintenance services.
TESS Engineering take full respon-

Small bore tubing systems are the 
single largest contributor to the inci-
dence of process containment rupture 
in potentially hazardous plants. When 
incorrectly designed, selected, modi-
fied, installed or maintained, small bore 
tubing systems will degrade and can 
rupture leading to loss of containment. 

Facility operators must ensure that the 
initial integrity of small bore tubing sys-
tems and the retention of integrity over 
their life span is addressed within their 
management systems. 

TESS Small Bore Tubing Integrity Ma-
nagement follows the Energy Institute 
“Guidelines for the design, installation 

and management of small bore tubing 
assemblies” with the aim of maintaining 
their safety and integrity throughout 
their entire life cycle as well as the sys-
tems in which they are deployed.

sibility for the products through all 
phases from design, manufacturing, 
testing and delivery. Engineered to 
meet our customers’ requirements. 
From the most basic documentation 
packages to documentation packa-
ges in complete compliance with 
NORSOK and other relevant offshore 
standards.

WE OFFER
• Project management
• Technical consulting
• Design and manufacturing
• In-house design and engineering
• Technical Documentation
• Manufacturing and testing facilities
• Products according to relevant  
  specifications and standards
• Customized to meet client  
  expectations

SMALL BORE TUBING MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING

SMALL BORE TUBING  
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
• All connections correctly installed
• Correct clamps
• Appropriate isolations & venting
• Appropriate equipment support
• Well supported tubing
• Everything clearly marked
• Properly bent tubing
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BULK
LOADING 
HOSES

Bulk Loading Hoses are  
expensive investments and  
the introductions of hose  
reels for storage has been a 
huge improvement of lifespan 
to the hose assembly. 

Bulk loading hoses is a vital 
product in the oil industry on 
both installations and mobile 
units. It is important that the 
bulk hose assembly contains of 
quality products which meets 
the various requirements from 
the industry and recognized 
organizations.

TESS is a major supplier of 
Bulk loading hoses to the oil 
industry. Both national and 
international customers have 
experienced our beneficial 
solutions which has given them 
a good long-term economy. 

Our secret is good knowledge 
of market requirements and  
we may have the best  
suppliers in our supply  
chain who is innovative  
and always willing to make 
improvements to make  
the customers satisfied.

Photo: Øyvind Hagen, Equinor
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HYDRAULIC
HOSES

TESS offers a complete range of hydraulic hoses for offshore use. Our hoses are 
designed to giving the end user a reliable and lasting solution. The high qua-
lity offered have been tested and proven in rough conditions around the world, 
maintaining integrity regardless of hoses being subject to seawater, cold climate, 
ozon, UV lighting etc.  

Specific designs are available for enhanced abrasion resistance and increased 
lifetime. Hoses are type approved according to DNV and API providing a docu-
mented third party confirmation of the high quality delivered. MED certified hoses 
are also available from our extensive range of quality hydraulic hoses. 

Thermoplastic UHP hoses are 
mainly used in systems with 
extreme working pressures. 

Typical applications are 
chemical injection, hydraulics, 
subsea, umbilicals and flying 
leads. They are also preferred 
due to very light weight and 
small outer diameter. 

The hose design makes them 
compatible with both fluids and 
gases, with a limited aging 
process. A further advantage of 
the thermoplastic hoses is that 
they can be manufactured in 
long lengths. 

TESS offers hoses according to 
ISO-13628-5 and API17E.

UHP HOSES
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DRILLING
TESS has been supplying high quality HP hoses to API standards for decades to both the Norwegian and the international 
market with great success. TESS deliver products that meet various applicable standards (API 7K, API 16C, API 17K). We 
provide dimensions from 2” to 6” and working pressures ranging up to 15 000 PSI.
TESS’ extensive experience as a complete supplier of hoses for all services ensures that our product line consist of durable, 

Blow out preventers are critically important to the safety of the crew and the rig where failure is not an option. To ensure the 
functionality and integrity of the BOP, TESS offers proven and certified solutions for BOP hydraulic hoses.

TESS Warmguard Rockmaster offers flexibility and extreme abrasion resistance and is one of the market leading hydraulic 
hoses for use on BOP.

TESS can also offer an optional armoured version, Warmguard Super BOP. With a hose cover in 304 stainless steel, the 
Warmguard Super BOP offers additional protection against heat, fire and external damage to the hose.

BOP HOSES

high quality hoses. This provides our clients with the confidence that our hoses meet their technical requirements and quality 
necessary to maintain production, prevent downtime etc. Investing in reliable, high quality hoses provides predictability in 
any project. Drilling hoses are costly and often there is more cost effective to carry out inspections and repairs, rather than 
replacing the complete assembly. TESS offers both onsite inspection and repairs as well as re-testing  
and installation of hoses, in order to prolong the lifetime of the hoses, reduce risk and minimize cost.
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 © DNV GL 2014. DNV GL and the Horizon Graphic are trademarks of DNV GL AS.

TYPE APPROVAL CERTIFICATE
Certificate No:
TAP00001BJ

This is to certify:
That the Flexible Hoses of Metallic Material with permanently fitted couplings

with type designation(s)
402H (Two braided)

Issued to

TESS LOGISTIKK AS 
Lierstranda, Norway

is found to comply with
DNVGL-OS-D101 – Marine and machinery systems and equipment, Edition January 2018
DNV GL rules for classification – Ships Pt.4 Ch.6 Piping systems
DNV GL class programme DNVGL-CP-0184 – Type approval – Flexible hoses with permanently 
fitted couplings

Application :
Product(s) approved by this certificate is/are accepted for installation on vessels classed by 
DNV GL.
Temperature range: -20°C to +300°C
Max. working press.: dependent on the size - see page 2
Sizes: 2", 4", 6", 8", 12"
     
   

Issued at Høvik  on 2018-04-11 
for DNV GL

   
Marianne Spæren Marveng

This Certificate is valid until 2023-04-10. 
DNV GL local station: Oslo Maritime and CAP

Approval Engineer: Adel Samiei

Head of Section

This Certificate is subject to terms and conditions overleaf. Any significant change in design or construction may render this Certificate invalid. 
The validity date relates to the Type Approval Certificate and not to the approval of equipment/systems installed. 
  

RESEARCH AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT

TESS is constantly working towards developing new 
and improved solutions for our customers. With our 
ever capable R&D team being one of few in the busi-
ness, we take on any innovation based challenges our 
customers might have. 

TESS offers different services in terms of inspection 
and recertification for hoses and systems, providing 
the customers with all necessary valid documentation.

We also perform root cause analysis (RCA), where 
our engineers use a systematic process to identify 
the root of the problem, and executes the necessary 
service.
  
Thoroughness and pride in our work is our core 
strengths and the reason for our success through the 
last five decades. 

CERTIFICATIONS, 
APPROVALS AND 
ISO STANDARDS

TESS holds a great 
number of certificates 
and approvals to ensure 
the quality of our work is 
well preserved. Our first 
certificate was accor-
ding to the requirements 
specified in ISO-9001 
standard in 1994.

TESS has approved 
welders (NS-EN 287), 
NTD-personnel within 
penetrant testing (NS-
EN 473), welding approval procedures (NS-EN ISO 
15614-1), in addition to type approved steel hoses. 

In 2009 we received additional certification for our 
welding activities (NS-EN ISO 3834-2).

Our Environmental Management System or EMS 
(ISO-14001) was certified for the first time in 2009. 
The system also covers the Internal Regulation 
regulations.

 

Digitally Signed By: Marianne Spaeren Marveng
Signing Date: 2014-09-04

Location: DNV Høvik, Norway

 

Digitally Signed By: Marianne Spaeren Marveng

Signing Date: 2014-09-04

Location: DNV Høvik, Norway

 

Digitally Signed By: Marianne Spaeren Marveng

Signing Date: 2014-09-04Location: DNV Høvik, Norway

Form code: MED 211.NOR

Revision: 2017-07
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QS - CERTIFICATE OF

ASSESSMENT - EC (MODULE D)

Certificate No:

MEDD00000H4

Revision No:

1

Application of: Directive 2014/90/EU of 23 July 2014 on marine equipment (MED), issu
ed as "Forskrift 

om Skipsutstyr" by the Norwegian Maritime Authority. This Certificate is issu
ed by DNV GL AS under the 

authority of the Government of Norway.

This is to certify:

That the Quality System for the products

with type designation(s) as specified in the Appendix to this Certificate

Issued to

TESS LOGISTIKK AS 

Lierstranda, Norway

is found to comply with the applicable requirements.

The quality system has been assessed with respect to the procedure of conformity assessment described 

in Annex II, Module D in the directive 2014/90/EU and regulation  (EU) 2017/306.

 ...     
   

This Certificate is valid until 2021-08-28. 

 

Issued at Høvik  on 2018-03-21

for DNV GL AS

   

Roald Vårheim

DNV GL local station:

 Oslo Maritime and CAP

Approval Engineer:

 Adel Samiei

Notified Body 

No.: 0575

Head of Notified Body

0575/yyyy

0575:

yyyy:

Notified Body number undertaking quality surveillance

The year in which the mark is affixed

The product liability rests with the manufacturer or his representative in accordance with Directive 2014/90/EU.

This certificate authorizes the manufacturer in conjunction with the valid EC Type Examination (Module B) Certificate(s) of the 

equipment listed before to affix the Mark of Conformity (wheelmark) to the product described herein. 

This certificate loses its v
alidity if the manufacturer makes any changes to the approved quality system which have not been 

notified to and agreed with the notified body named on this certificate. 

This certificate remains valid unless suspended, withdrawn, recalled or cancelled.

The Manufacturer has to apply for periodical audits to verify the maintenance and application fo the quality system every 12 

months.
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DRAGCHAIN
TESS offers a range of services 
related to dragchain hoses.  
Our offering includes inspection, 
supply and installation of hoses. 
Further we offer re-testing, 
repairs and technical  
improvements in order to  
prolong the life of existing hoses 
in the dragchain. 

Through several projects we 
have a proven competence and 
experience with both small and 
large dragchains.
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Offshore solutions
Metal hoses and welding services
Flange and Pipe systems

Bulk loading hoses

Dragchain
Drilling
BOP
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Offshore solutions
TESS Hose Management (THM)

Flushing and testing

Utility stations

Engineering
Umbilicals

SBTM

Integrated Supply
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TESS Subsea is specialized in project 
deliveries for the subsea industry 
where high demands for quality of ma-
terials and services are received, and 
where on time delivery for materials 
and documentation and HSE are vital. 

TESS Subsea has a strong focus on 
collaboration and responsiveness  
to support our clients in all ways re-
quired and to ensure a smooth and  
efficient project execution, either it is 
a small or large project to reduce lead 
time and secure on time delivery. 

TESS Subsea provides the capacity 
and capability to produce most types 
of hydraulic distribution solutions 
which involves either thermoplastic 
hoses or stainless steel tubes or just 
mechanical hydraulic assembly. 

We can provide products based on: 
•  Customer designs with free issued  
 components. 
•  Customer design where TESS  
 procures all incoming materials  
 from specified sources. 

• Components from existing OEM  
 suppliers.
•  New design and qualification to  
 meet project specific requirements.

TESS Subsea also provides service 
and repair work both in-house and 
on-site at client or requested location. 

UMBILICALS, HFL

Infield / Workover  
umbilicals
•  Customized products to  
 meet client requirements.
•  Electro and hydraulic lines  
 (thermoplastic hose, steel  
 tubes, electrical cables).  
•  Customized subsea or top 
 side terminations. 

•  Lengths up to 4 km. 
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Through extensive experience and 
knowledge from supplying the oil and 
gas market with reels, TESS is able 
to design and deliver tailormade hose 
reel stations for utility purposes.

Ranging from the simplest hose reel 
racks to complete utility stations 
including piping, valves, heat tracing, 
heater, light and insulation. These 
can be delivered with a wide range of 
utility services ready for connection to 
the customer’s interface. Manufactu-
red to service in harsh environments 
and supplied in stainless steel for 
optimal lifecycle expectancy. 

Typical reel applications are air, 
water, nitrogen, disesl and high 
pressure water. Testing of complete 
units are carried out prior to ship-
ment. Special dimensions on request 
and our Utility Stations are based on 
a field proven design, customized 
according to applicable standards, 
specifications and based on best 
practice and experience.

UTILITY 
STATIONS
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TESS offers an extensive range 
of hoses purpose built to handle 
most chemicals. Specially designed 
hoses with inner tubes in Teflon, 
EPR, PE etc. provide solutions 
for transfer of fluids with the most 
aggressive chemical properties.  

In addition to rubber hoses and  
steel hoses, TESS also supplies 
a full range of composite hoses 
suitable for chemicals.

METAL HOSES, COMPENSATORS AND WELDING SERVICES

CHEMICAL 
HOSES
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With the combination of resisting full vacuum and temperatu-
res in the range from  -196°C to +550°C, TESS metal hoses 
are well suited for the transfer of gases, chemicals, oil 
products, steam and hot fluids. 

TESS metal hoses provide great flexibility and enables 
absorption of normal vibrations in most type of machines and 
piping installations. The hoses are type approved by DNV-GL, 
and TESS also provides documentation according to PED 
directive 97/23/EC where requested.

TESS also delivers steel compensators. These can be tailor 
made according to length- and motion requirements and are 
used to absorb and neutralize different movements and vibra-
tions in piping installations. Along with the metal hoses and 
compensators, TESS is offering a range of related services 
offshore. 

Our technicians travel offshore 
onboard installations to carry out 
surveys, optimizing current solutions 
and installing hoses which are pre-
fabricated at our HQ. TESS covers 
everything from simple metal hoses 

to more complicated and tailor made 
solutions.

METAL HOSES, COMPENSATORS AND WELDING SERVICES

CHEMICAL 
HOSES

Conveyance of LNG is one of the most 
demanding operations for hoses and 
couplings.

TESS offers proven and certified soluti-
ons for this application both within ship-
to-shore and ship-to-ship operations. 

In addition to hoses, in both composite 
and steel material, TESS delivers quick 
couplers and breakaway couplings for 
safe operations.

CHEMICAL 
HOSES
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OCIMF
TESS can supply marine hoses 
in full compliance with OCIMF 
– GMPHOM 2009. Hoses are 
available in the dimensions 6’’ to 
24’’ ID with pressure range from 
15 to 21 BAR, as per OCIMF 
regulations. The hoses have 
been proven throughout different 
applications (CBM, SPM, FSO, 
FPSO) on a global scale.

 In addition to the supply of high 
quality OCIMF hoses, TESS can 
provide maintenance for hoses 
in service, maintaining service 
requirements as set forth in 
industry guidelines, assuring 
integrity of hose installation and 
ultimately increasing uptime.
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TESS offers non-welded flange soluti-
ons with a proven track record from 
several decades. The solutions have 
especially been revolutionizing piping 
solutions for the offshore- and maritime 
industries.

Innovative systems based on 90 and 
37 degrees flaring as well as retain ring 
system. Working pressures from 10 to 
690 BAR with pipe dimensions from 16 
to 608 mm.

The 100% pre fabrication options 
guarantees:
- Highest cleanliness level
- Safe and cost efficient installation
- Flexibel engineering

The solutions come with type approvals 
from DNV-GL and are approved for 
offshore installations according to 
NORSOK.

FLANGE- 
AND PIPE 
SYSTEMS

The weld free pipe repair solutions 
leads to extensive reduction in time 
and cost related to pipe repairs 
offshore during operational conditions. 

It provides increased uptime at a lower 
cost than traditional repairs through 
welding. TESS has the products, per-
sonnel and experience to deliver a total 
solution to the highest standard.
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ConTESS

TESS Hose 
Management

TESS
2-bin system

TESS
Partnerstock

TESS
Partnershop TESS Approved

Hose Workshop

TESS
Wapman

TESS
Uptime

TESSJIT

TESS
Webshop

Easier and more affordable. Purchase 
and storage of MRO products is both 
a time-consuming and costly affair. 
The administrative costs related to an 
invoice is on average 1 200 NOK. As 
such, a random purchase of a pair of 
protective gloves on sale may prove to 
be very costly.

TESS has extensive experience and 
cost-effective systems regarding 
purchases and inventory operations 
with respect to MRO products. We can 
document customer-savings up to  
30 % and all products delivered on 
time.

Integrated Supply Services is a 
common term for a wide range of so-
lutions, systems and services regarding 
efficient and cost saving logistics and 
inventory. Experience, expertise and 
analysis quickly reveal the potential for 
cost-reductions and appropriate soluti-
ons. It can be anything from a simple 
2-bin system, to establish a TESS Part-
nershop including complete takeover of 
all purchasing and inventory functions. 
All of our solutions are based on close 
cooperation and operational contracts.

TESS’ logistics system handles more 
than 200 000 item numbers and is es-
pecially designed for efficient deliveries 
to customers throughout the country.  
In addition to abroad, where our  
business partners require assistance. 
The flexibility of our system allows us 
to customize the supply- conditions to 
the local requirements.

Many of our solutions are specifi- 
cally developed for certain areas.  
For instance, we have containers with 
hose workshops designed for mobile 
infrastructure projects. We also have 
an hose emergency service through-
out the country where the local TESS 
service centers are available 24 hours 
every day.

Our containers are also used as  
emergency storage for oil spill. We 
have developed and delivered  
container solutions to the Norwegian 
Coastal Administration and several IUA 
regions. This integrated supply service 
of consumer materials fully utilizes 
TESS’ logistics system.

INTEGRATED SUPPLY SERVICES

JIT
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TESS has, as the first in the hose-business, been certified in accordance to the new ISO standard within the management 
systems for quality (9001) and environment (14001). Period of validity is set to 25.06.2017 – 25.06.2020. DNVGL will follow 
the approval with yearly revisions.  

The new standard demands that the business knows their context and stakeholders, risk and opportunity-oriented  
approach, leadership and commitment, communication externally and internally. Continuous improvement is a key concept.

ISO 9001 and 14001:2015

REFERENCES
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TESS Vest as Tel. +47 55 11 47 00
vest@tess.no 24 servicecenters

TESS Nord as Tel. +47 70 17 79 00
more@tess.no 32 servicecenters

TESS Øst as Tel. +47 23 14 11 10
oslo@tess.no  26 servicecenters

TESS Sør as Tel. +47 32 20 24 60
drammen@tess.no 19 servicecenters

www.tess.no

Est. 1968

Brazil
TESS Macaé 
Tel. +55 22 2757 6200
vendas.mc@tess.no

UK (Scotland)
TESS Aberdeen Ltd.
Tel. +44 1224 594 050
sales@tess-aberdeen.co.uk 

Denmark 
TESS Esbjerg ApS
Tel. +45 754 57 851
info@tess.eu

TESS Frederikshavn
Tel. +45 75 457 852
frhavn@tess.eu

International

Singapore 
TESS Singapore
Tel. +65 6716 9498
sales@tesshosesupplies.com

USA (Houston)
TESS Hose Management
Tel. +1 281 930 9191
houston@tess.no

More than 130 locations in Norway
+ Partnershops

Spain
TESS Canarias
Tel: +34 928 589 007
canarias@tess.no

Other international  O&G locations:


